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Subject Title Korean Culture and Language through Media
Lecturer Vivian Wei-wan Lee Remarks

Period 2nd (11:00 ~ 12:50) Field Culture

Course Summary 
Synopsis & Purpose

While the notion of literacy is traditionally considered as the ability to read and 
write, a growing number of research includes social dimensions to literacy, calling it 
‘literacies’ in the plural form to highlight the multiple ways of using language within 
different types of social and cultural practices (Gee, 2010; The New London Group, 
1996). Gee (2010) argues that the notion of literacy should be understood in its full 
range of contexts, not only cognitive dimensions but also social, cultural, historical, 
and institutional ones. Readers and writers are not just giving or receiving meanings 
or decoding words, but engaged in social and cultural practices of meaning making, 
involving ‘ways of acting, interacting, valuing, believing, and knowing, as well as 
often using other sorts of tools and  technologies’ (Gee, 2010, p. 44).
This course will explore Korean culture and language through various media 
resources, and aims to develop students’ literacies. Students will be able to develop 
their reading, listening, discussion, writing and presentation skills through classes 
which will utilize various forms of media.

Required Textbooks Sources and materials will be prepared by the lecturer.

A manner of Lecturing
Students will be able to develop their reading, listening, discussion, writing and 
presentation skills through classes which will utilize various forms of media. 
Discussion, writing, reading and presentation activities will take place.

Evaluation (100%)

Mid Final Attendance Report ETC

20 30 10 20 20

Further Information

Evaluation: 

Attendance 10 / Mid-course report 20 / Discussion Summary Reports 20 / Essay 20 / Presentation & Report 30

Day Contents

1 Introduction and discussion skills workshop

2 Korea in Social Media 1

3 Korea in Social Media 2

4 TV dramas 1

5 TV dramas 2

6 Korean movies 1

7 Korean movies 2

8 Writing skills workshop 1

9 Writing skills workshop 2

10 Article reading and response essay 1

11 Article reading and response essay 2

12 Web comics/cartoons 1

13 Web comics/cartoons 2

14 Presentations skills workshop 1

15 Presentations skills workshop 2

16 Student presentations


